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The effects that the present accelerating expansion of the Universe has on the size and shape of Lorentzian
wormholes and ringholes are considered. It is shown that, quite similarly to how it occurs for inflating
wormholes, relative to the initial embedding-space coordinate system, whereas the shape of the considered
holes is always preserved with time, their size is driven by the expansion to increase by a factor which is
proportional to the scale factor of the Universe. In the case that dark energy is phantom energy, which is not
excluded by present constraints on the dark-energy equation of state, that size increase with time becomes quite
more remarkable, and a rather speculative scenario is here presented where the big rip can be circumvented by
future advanced civilizations by utilizing sufficiently grown up wormholes and ringholes as time machines that
shortcut the big-rip singularity.
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Solutions to Einstein equations that describe closed time-
like curves ~CTCs! and time machines have been known
since a few years after the discovery of general relativity @1#.
At present, apart from a number of interesting recent propos-
als that have been also much debated @2#, essentially three
general kinds of such solutions can be recognized. First of
all, we have the so-called wormholes @3# and their topologi-
cal generalizations, ringholes @4# and Klein bottle holes @5#.
These correspond to shortcuts of the structure of spacetime
itself which are based on topologically generalizing the Mis-
ner solution @6# for different matter content that shows what
is known as exoticity, i.e., the violation of some classical
energy conditions—particularly the dominant energy condi-
tion @3,4,7#. By far, these are the most popular and studied
solutions. Three different topologies have been so far consid-
ered for the holes: spherical @3#, toroidal @4#, and that corre-
sponding to a Klein bottle @5#. The second general kind of
spacetime containing CTCs was first introduced by Gott @8#
and corresponds to solutions to gravity with infinitely large
parallel cosmic strings which move with high velocity rela-
tive to each other. These solutions do not entail any kind of
exotic matter, but lack physical reality because they cannot
be fitted in a finite universe. Finally, Gott and Li have con-
sidered @9# the case for the creation of a universe from itself
in a sea—presumably the spacetime foam—of nontrivial to-
pological submicroscopic structures where there are CTCs.
In particular, a multiply connected de Sitter universe was
considered. This was proved to be classically stable and, if
the regions containing the CTCs were of Planck size, quan-
tum mechanically stable as well @10#. In this paper we shall
restrict ourselves to consider Lorentzian spacetime tunneling
which involves just Morris-Thorne wormholes and ringholes.
Semiclassical calculations of the renormalized stress-
energy tensor in spacetimes containing CTCs ~or, more pre-
cisely, satisfying Misner symmetry! generally show a quan-
tum instability at the so-called chronology horizon ~i.e., the
Cauchy horizon which is the onset of the nonchronal region
filled with CTCs!, where that tensor diverges @11#. This fact0556-2821/2003/68~8!/084016~11!/$20.00 68 0840was taken as a basis by Hawking to introduce a much de-
bated generalizing conjecture for chronology protection, stat-
ing that the laws of physics prevent CTCs from occurring
@12#. It was later argued @13# that while such a conjecture
could well apply to macroscopic closed curves, by no means
can it be applied to CTCs at the Planck scale—i.e., typically
the scale of the quantum spacetime foam. It is now generally
recognized that the chronology protection conjecture is just a
semiclassical proposal, with no implementation in any space-
time with quantum structure. It would follow that quantum
CTCs and time travel are stable quantum mechanically and
are pervading the entire spacetime of the vacuum quantum
foam. These tentative conclusions will be taken for granted
in this paper where we shall investigate the way in which the
size of stable wormholes and ringholes, originally at the
Planck scale in the spacetime foam, is increased in an accel-
erating universe, while their initial form is preserved. A simi-
lar study was done for inflating wormholes by Roman some
years ago @14#. The present research may entail additional
interest as ~i! it refers to wormholes which are being growth
now and ~ii! the rate at which the scale factor increases might
go beyond the exponential blowup predicted by the presence
of a cosmological constant if the equation of state of the
Universe is characterized by a parameter v,21, a case
which still is by no means excluded by the latest observa-
tional constraints.
The proper context for the current placement of worm-
holes and ringholes is that of an accelerating universe, nearly
the 70% of whose energy is in the form of what is known as
dark energy—the stuff making up the antigravitational
vacuum of the Universe @15#. The latest observations and
theoretical developments @16# seem to favor the idea that
dark energy might be in the form of either a positive cosmo-
logical constant—the first and perhaps yet the favorite expla-
nation for current antigravity dominance—or a slowly vary-
ing quintessence scalar field or generalized Chaplygin gas
@17#, equipped with a perfect-fluid equation of state, p
5vr , where 20.8>v>21.5. Actually the most reliable
constraint on v has been provided by the Wilkinson Micro-
wave Anisotropy Probe ~WMAP! and is given by v,©2003 The American Physical Society16-1
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to the case v521. Apart from the rather special case of a
finite and tiny time-independent cosmological constant @19#,
up to now there have been two observationally allowed re-
gimes for dark energy which are essentially different. If v
,21, the energy density of the dark stuff will keep decreas-
ing with time and can induce an ever-accelerating universe
of the kind we are able to observe. It has been pointed out
that this will inexorably induce the emergence of a future
event horizon, so preventing the formulation of any consis-
tent fundamental theory based on defining an S matrix @20#.
Even more bizarre are the predictions arising from the re-
gime v,21. In this case, there is a violation of the domi-
nant energy condition @21#, that is, p1r,0, which leads to
the fact that the energy density increases with time up to an
infinite value, at which point the size of the universe blows
up at a finite time. This is known as the big rip and represents
the end of the universe and everything in it as induced by a
kind of dark energy which is denoted as the phantom energy
@22#. Of course the problem of a future event horizon in this
regime is not only still present but is made even more acute.
Since the dominant energy condition is violated in the
regime with v,21, the possibility is opened @7# in that
regime for the occurrence of the above-discussed wormholes
and ringholes. It appears then interesting to investigate the
time evolution of such holes when they are embedded in an
accelerating universe endowed with dark energy. In particu-
lar, we shall study in this paper the way in which the size and
shape of wormholes and ringholes evolve with time in such a
cosmological scenario. Changes in the hole size are expected
to be very much magnified in the case that the dark energy is
a phantom energy and will be also considered in the present
paper. In addition, we shall explore as well the interesting
possibility that Lorentzian holes might be used in the future
to circumvent the big rip. The main results of this endeavor
are that, in fact, relative to an observer in the initial
embedding-space coordinate system, whereas the shape of
the holes remains constant along current expansion, their size
increases with time at a rate proportional to the cosmic scale
factor, and that one might envisage a kind of scenario where
sufficiently enlarged holes could be used by future advanced
civilizations to escape towards their future from the big rip.
The paper is outlined as follows. In Sec. II we solve the
Friedmann equations for an accelerating universe endowed
with quintessential dark energy, with and without a positive
cosmological constant, where the regime of phantom energy
is also considered. The effects of accelerated and ‘‘superac-
celerated’’ expansion of the universe on the size and shape of
wormholes and ringholes are investigated in detail in Sec.
III. Section IV contains a calculation of the stress-energy
tensor for both wormholes and ringholes. For the former hole
the ‘‘exoticity’’ function @23# is explicitly derived and ana-
lyzed. A rather speculative scenario is considered in Sec. V
in which wormholes and ringholes are used by future ad-
vanced civilizations in order to circumvent the singularity at
the big rip. We finally summarize and conclude in Sec. VI,
where some short comments are added.08401II. COSMOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS FOR A DARK-ENERGY
VACUUM
In this section I shall derive solutions to the Friedmann
equations that correspond to a quintessence scalar field f ,
assuming an equation of state with perfect-fluid form,
p5vr , ~2.1!
where, consistent with present constraints @16#, the parameter
v is assumed to be constant and to take on values within the
interval 22/3.v>23/2, and the pressure p and the energy
density r are defined by @17#
p5
1
2f
˙
22V~f!, ~2.2!
r5
1
2f
˙
21V~f!, ~2.3!
with V(f) the potential energy for the quintessence field f
whose precise form is not required in what follows. We see
that for a sufficiently slowly varying field f , we have that
f˙ 2,V(f), so that the equation-of-state parameter can take
on the values specified by the above v interval. Inserting
then the relation p5vr in the general expression for cosmic
energy conservation, dr523(p1r)da/a ~in which a is the
scale factor!, and integrating, we obtain, for the energy den-
sity,
r5Ra23(11v), ~2.4!
where R is an integration constant which should be real and
positive. We shall consider in what follows two cases. We
regard the cosmic vacuum dark energy either to solely con-
tain the quintessence field f or be made by the combination
of the quintessence field f plus a pure positive cosmological
constant L . In the first case, the Friedmann equation reads
S a˙
a
D 25Aa23(11v), ~2.5!
with A58pGR/3. This differential equation can be easily
integrated to yield
a~ t !5Fa03(11v)/21 3~11v!AA2 ~ t2t0!G
2/[3(11v)]
,
~2.6!
where a0 and t0 are the initial radius and time, respectively.
Note that for v.21 this solution describes an accelerating
universe whose scale factor increases towards infinity as t
→‘ . The case for v,21 is even more interesting. It cor-
responds to the so-called phantom dark energy for which the
dominant energy condition is violated: i.e. @22#,
p1r,0, ~2.7!
even though the energy density is surprisingly ever increas-
ing. Notice furthermore that in this case the scale factor
blows up at a finite time,6-2
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*
5t01
2
3~ uvu21 !a0
3(uvu21)/2 , ~2.8!
giving rise to what is now known as a ‘‘big rip’’ @22#.
In the most general case where we add to the cosmic
quintessence vacuum a positive cosmological constant L ,
the Friedmann equation would be
S a˙
a
D 25l1Aa23(11v), ~2.9!
where l5L/3. This equation admits also an analytical solu-
tion in closed form @24#,
a~ t !5S A4Cl D
1/[3(11v)]S e3(11v)Al(t2t0)2
2Ce
23(11v)Al(t2t0)
2 D 2/[3(11v)], ~2.10!
where
C5
Al1Aa023(11v)2Al
Al1Aa023(11v)1Al
, ~2.11!
with a0 the initial scale factor. Since 0,C,1, we have also
in this case the possibility of a big rip at time
t
*
5t02
ln C
3~ uvu21 !Al
~2.12!
in the regime where v,21. One would expect that in the
vicinity of time t
*
the size of wormholes and ringholes in-
creased in a rather dramatic way in the two considered cases.
We see that in both such cases the larger a0 and uvu, the
nearer the doomsday, and hence the time expected to have
macroscopic wormholes and ringholes in our universe.
III. GROWTH OF HOLES IN AN ACCELERATING
UNIVERSE
In this section we shall investigate the way in which the
size and form of Lorentzian tunnelings, which can be given
as topological four-dimensional generalizations of the Mis-
ner space @6# embedded in the current Universe, can be af-
fected by the present accelerating expansion and, in particu-
lar, the possibility that there will be a big rip. We shall
restrict ourselves to consider two cases. On the one hand, the
analysis done by Roman @14# for inflating Morris-Thorne
wormholes @3# will here be adapted to study the case of
accelerating wormholes. On the other hand, we will also in-
vestigate the subtleties that would arise when considering
accelerating ringholes, where the tunneling mouths have the
topology of a torus @4#.
A. Morris-Thorne wormhole
The Lorentzian metric of the Morris-Thorne wormhole
can be given as @3#08401ds252e2F(r)dt21
dr2
12
K~r !
r
1r2dV2
2
, ~3.1!
where F may be taken to be either zero or a given function
of the radial coordinate r; otherwise, the function K(r) can
be taken either as K(r)5K02/r for wormholes with zero tidal
force or as K(r)5K0@12(12K0)/R0#2 if the exotic matter
is confined into an arbitrarily small region around the worm-
hole throat, and dV2
25du21sin2udf2 is the metric on the
unit two-sphere.
Following Roman @14#, we shall now generalize the static
metric ~3.1! to a time-dependent background metric that de-
scribes the time evolution of an initially static wormhole
with metric ~3.1! immersed in an expanding universe filled
with a quintessence field with or without a cosmological con-
stant. This will be done by simply inserting a dimensionless
factor proportional to the square of the scale factor into the
three-dimensional spatial part of metric ~3.1!. Taking, for that
factor,
g~ t !25S 11 3~11v!AA~ t2t0!2a03(11v)/2 D
2/[3(11v)]
~3.2!
for the pure quintessential case and
g~ t !25~e3(11v)Al(t2t0)/22Ce23(11v)Al(t2t0)/2!2/[3(11v)]
~3.3!
for the case in which we add a positive cosmological con-
stant to the quintessence field, we have, for the time-
dependent metric of a wormhole in an accelerating universe,
ds252e2F(r)dt21g~ t !2S dr212 K~r !
r
1r2dV2
2D .
~3.4!
Here the coordinates on the two-sphere have the same geo-
metrical interpretation as for the Morris-Thorne case, and
circles of constant r are centered on the throat of the worm-
hole. Following again Roman @14#, the coordinate system is
chosen to be comoving with the wormhole geometry, with
the throat always located at r5K0. Of course, in the limit
where K(r)5F(r)50, metric ~3.4! reduces to the
Friedmann-Robertson-Walker ~FRW! metric for an acceler-
ating universe driven by a quintessence field with or without
a cosmological constant ~see Sec. II!, and for A50 and l
50 it reduces to the wormhole metric ~3.1!. If we just set
A50, then we would recover the case of an inflating worm-
hole considered by Roman. We note furthermore that the
spacetime described by metric ~3.4! is inhomogeneous be-
cause of the presence of the wormhole.
Let us next consider how an originally nearly Planck-
sized wormhole is being enlarged by the accelerating expan-
sion of the universe. The initial wormhole would be a rea-
sonable wormhole at the onset of dark-energy dominance at
t5t0 for a suitable choice of functions K(r) and F(r),6-3
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ference c at the wormhole throat, r5K5K0, for u5p/2 and
any constant time, we have, in the accelerating framework,
c5K0E
0
2p
dfg~ t !52pK0g~ t !, ~3.5!
which simply is g(t) times the initial circumference, with
g(t) given by Eq. ~3.2! or Eq. ~3.3!, depending on whether
we do not add or we do add a cosmological constant to the
quintessence field. A similar conclusion is also obtained for
the radial proper length through the wormhole between any
two points A and B at t5const, as that quantity can be com-
puted to be
d~ t !56g~ t !E
rA
rB dr
A12K~r !/r
, ~3.6!
which for the simplest wormhole where K(r)5K02/r be-
comes
d~ t !56g~ t !~ArB2 2K022ArB2 2K02!.
Thus, both the size of the throat and the radial proper dis-
tance between the wormhole mouths increase with t at ex-
actly the same accelerating rate as that of the universe ex-
pansion.
That the form of the wormhole metric is preserved with
cosmological time can also be easily seen by, e.g., using the
embedding @14# of a t5const, u5p/2 slice of the spacetime
~3.4! in a flat three-dimensional Euclidean space with cylin-
drical metric
ds25dz¯21dr¯21r¯2df2. ~3.7!
Since the metric on the chosen slice is
ds25g~ t !2S dr212K~r !/r 1r2df2D , ~3.8!
we get
r¯5g~ t !ru t5const , ~3.9!
dr¯25g~ t !2dr2u t5const . ~3.10!
It follows that, relative to the z¯ ,r¯ ,f coordinates, the form of
the wormhole metric will be preserved provided that the met-
ric on the embedded slice has the form
ds25
dr¯2
12K¯ ~r¯ !/r¯
1r¯2df2, ~3.11!
in which K¯ (r¯) must have a minimum at some K¯ 05r¯0, such
as occurred in the inflating wormhole case @14#. By using
Eqs. ~3.9! and ~3.10! it is easy to see that Eqs. ~3.8! and
~3.11! can be rewritten into each other if we take
K¯ ~r¯ !5g~ t !K~r !, ~3.12!08401which is satisfied by any of the choices for K(r) made ex-
plicit by Morris and Thorne @3#. It follows that also a worm-
hole evolving in a universe filled with dark energy will have
the same overall size and shape relative to the z¯ ,r¯ ,f coordi-
nate system as the initial wormhole had relative to the initial
z ,r ,f embedding-space coordinate system. This can be seen
if we consider the embedding procedure used by Morris and
Thorne—i.e., if we take, as the metric of the embedding
space,
ds25dz21dr21r2df2. ~3.13!
Now, since the embedded surface is axially symmetric, z
5z(r) and the metric on the embedded surface can be ex-
pressed as
ds25F11S dzdr D
2Gdr21r2df2. ~3.14!
Metrics ~3.13! and ~3.14! can be identified if ~i! the coordi-
nates r ,f of the embedding space and of the wormhole are
identified and ~ii! we require
dz
dr 56S rK~r ! 21 D
21/2
. ~3.15!
Applying this procedure to our present case, we have
dz¯
dr¯
56S r¯K¯ ~r¯ ! 21 D
21/2
5
dz
dr ~3.16!
and, hence,
z¯~r¯ !56E dr¯
A r¯
K¯ ~r¯ !
21
6g~ t !E dr
A r
K~r !
21
5g~ t !z~r !, ~3.17!
again as in the Roman’s inflating wormhole @14#. Using fi-
nally Eqs. ~3.10! and ~3.17! we then also obtain the same
relation between our embedding space at any time t and the
initial embedding space at t50; i.e.,
ds25dz¯21dr¯21r¯2df25g~ t !2~dz21dr21r2df2!.
~3.18!
Using Eqs. ~3.9!, ~3.10!, ~3.12!, and ~3.16! we also obtain,
for the Morris-Thorne flareout condition @3#,
d2r¯~z¯ !
dz¯2
5g~ t !21S K2K8r2K2 D ,
g~ t !21S d2r~z !dz2 D 5 K¯ 2K¯ 8r¯2K¯ 2 .0, ~3.19!
at or near the throat. In obtaining this condition use has been
made of K¯ (r¯)85dK¯ /dr¯5K(r)85dK/dr .6-4
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a wormhole naturally existing in an accelerating universe is
preserved with time, its size is increased relative to the initial
embedding-space coordinate system. We note that if the
equation of state for dark energy is characterized by a param-
eter v.21, then the size increase will be slower than in an
inflating universe, but if the wormhole is placed in a universe
filled with phantom energy for which v,21 ~which is the
most natural situation for a wormhole to exist because in this
case the required energy exoticity for the wormhole exis-
tence is shared by the overall universe!, then the wormhole
will increase size more rapidly than in the inflating case,
which is characterized by the parameter v521, which cor-
responds to a cosmological constant.
B. Ringhole
The case of a ringhole entails certain subtleties that make
the treatment of its time dependence in an accelerating uni-
verse somehow different from the case of an inflating worm-
hole. A ringhole is nothing but a wormhole with the spherical
topology being replaced for a toroidal topology; that is, it is
just a four-dimensional Misner space where the planes are
substituted by tori whose relevant geometric parameters are
given in Fig. 1~a!. The embedding of a ringhole in flat re-
gions of the universe is depicted in Fig. 1~b!, where we point
out the throat position and how the inner and outer surfaces
flare, respectively, inward and outward near the throat. The
general Lorentzian metric for a ringhole can be written as
ds252e2F(r)dt21
dr2
12
K~b !
b
1m2df1
21b2df2
2
52e2F(r)dt21
n2
r2
d,21m2df1
21b2df2
2
, ~3.20!
FIG. 1. ~a! Coordinates and geometric parameters on the two-
torus; any point on the torus surface can be labeled by parameters a,
b, f1, and f2. ~b! Embedding diagram for the spacetime of a
ringhole connecting two asymptotically flat regions.08401where f1 and f2 are the angles which usually define the
position on the torus @see Fig. 1~a!#,
b5Ab021,2, ~3.21!
m5a2b cos f2 , ~3.22!
n5b2a cos f2 , ~3.23!
r5Aa21b222ab cos f2, ~3.24!
a is the constant radius of the axial circumference defined by
the torus, and b is the radius of the circular transversal sec-
tion on the torus, with b0 giving that radius at the throat.
Following the same procedure as for the Morris-Thorne
wormhole, we can now write the ringhole metric generalized
to a time-dependent accelerating dark-energy background in
the form
ds252e2F(r)dt21g~ t !2S dr212 K~b !b 1m2df121b2df22D ,
~3.25!
with g(t) as given by either Eq. ~3.3! or Eq. ~3.2!, depending
on whether we introduce or not a cosmological constant
among the components of the dark energy. Because of the
presence of the ringhole, the spacetime described by metric
~3.25! is inhomogeneous as well. Also in this case the metric
reduces to the FRW metric for an accelerating universe in the
limit K(b)5F(r)50 and becomes the ringhole metric
~3.20! for A50, l50 simultaneously. If we would just set
A50, then we have an inflating ringhole evolving in a de
Sitter–like space.
In what follows we apply the analysis done for worm-
holes to the case of ringholes. In the latter case we have two
proper circumferences cmin and cmax at the throat. They are
defined by cmin :,50,f250 and cmax :,50,f25p , both at
any time t5const. We then have
cmin5E
0
2p
g~ t !~a2b0!df152pg~ t !rmin52pg~ t !mmin ,
~3.26!
cmax5E
0
2p
g~ t !~a1b0!df152pg~ t !rmax52pg~ t !mmax ,
~3.27!
where the subscript ‘‘min’’ denotes f250 and the subscript
‘‘max’’ denotes f25p , in the corresponding expressions for
m and r. Thus, one obtains that both circumferences are
equally increased by a factor g(t).
The radial proper length through a ringhole between any
two points A and B at any constant time and constant f2 is
similarly increased by a factor g(t) generally according to6-5
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rA
rB dr
A12 K~b !
b
, ~3.28!
which once again is just g(t) times the initial radial proper
separation. In case of separation along the ringhole inner
surface f250, if we assume the simplest ringhole choice
K5K0
2/b such that K0!(a2r), we obtain the approximate
expression
d~ t !.g~ t !~rB2rA!F11 K022~a2rB!~a2rA!G . ~3.29!
For the same ringhole choice but now with K0!(r2a), we
would have, for separation distances along the outer surface
f5p ,
d~ t !.g~ t !~rB2rA!F11 K022~rB2a !~rA2a !G . ~3.30!
The conclusion is then that both the distinct geometrical
sizes defined on the ringhole throat and the radial proper
distances defined along any ringhole surface between the two
mouths increase with time following the same pattern.
In order to investigate whether the form of a ringhole is
also preserved with time in the accelerating background, let
us again embed in a flat three-dimensional Euclidean space
with metric ~3.13! either a slice t5const, f250, or a slice
t5const, f25p . On the first of such slices one would have
ds25g~ t !2S dr212 K~b !b 1m2df12D . ~3.31!
Comparing Eq. ~3.13! with Eq. ~3.31!, we have
r¯5m¯ 5g~ t !ru t5const5g~ t !mu t5const , ~3.32!
dr¯5dm¯ 5g~ t !dru t5const5g~ t !dmu t5const , ~3.33!
with
r5rmin5m5mmin5a2b .
On the other extreme slice f25p we obtain the same ex-
pressions ~3.32! and ~3.33!, but now referred to the maximal
values of parameters r and m: i.e.,
r5rmax5m5mmax5a1b .
It follows that expressions ~3.32! and ~3.33! are valid for any
slice t5const, from f250 to f25p . Hence,
n¯5g~ t !n , a¯5g~ t !a , b¯5g~ t !b , ~3.34!
for any of such slices.
Thus, with respect to the z¯ ,r¯ ,f coordinates, the form of
the ringhole metric will be preserved if the metric on the
embedded slice is written as08401ds25
dr¯2
12
K¯ ~b¯ !
b¯
1m¯ 2df1
2
, ~3.35!
where K¯ (b¯ ) is assumed to have a minimum at some K¯ (b¯ 0)
5K¯ 0. We can rewrite Eq. ~3.35! in the form
ds25g~ t !2S dr212 K~b !b 1m2df12D , ~3.36!
by using Eqs. ~3.32!–~3.34! and
K¯ ~b¯ !5g~ t !K~b !. ~3.37!
Choosing for the ringhole one which is defined to contain
exotic material everywhere, that is,
K~b !5K0
2/b , ~3.38!
and rewriting the right-hand side of expression ~3.38! in
terms of b¯ as given in Eq. ~3.34!, by using Eq. ~3.32! we can
see that expression ~3.37! is satisfied provided the third equa-
tion of Eqs. ~3.34! is satisfied and vice versa.
It follows that the enlarged ringhole will also have the
same overall size and shape relative to coordinates z¯ ,r¯ ,f , as
the initial ringhole had relative to the initial z ,r ,f
embedding-space coordinates. This can be most clearly seen
by pointing out that our embedding scheme corresponds to
one whose z ,r coordinates scale with time, such as can be
shown following the embedding procedure given in Ref. @4#
for Eqs. ~3.7! and ~3.35!. Using the above expressions for
relating the ringhole parameters, one can get
dz¯
dr¯
56S b¯K¯ ~b¯ ! 21 D
21/2
5
dz
dr , ~3.39!
which implies
z¯~r¯ !56E dr¯
A b¯
K¯ ~b¯ !
21
56g~ t !E dr
A b
K~b !
21
5g~ t !z~r !. ~3.40!
Note that if we take for the ringhole a homogeneous distri-
bution of exotic matter, then, on the surface f250,
z~r !57K0 ln~b1Ab22K02!,
and the same expression with reversed sign on the surface
f25p . Therefore the relation between our embedding
space, at any time t and any value of the angular coordinate
f2, and the initial embedding space at t50 and the same
chosen value of f2 has the same form as that is given by Eq.
~3.18! for wormholes. Thus, relative to the barred coordi-
nates, the ringhole does not change size because the scaling6-6
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of the ringhole, such as it also occurred for wormholes.
The analogous expressions of the flareout and flarein con-
ditions of the initial ringhole @4# are, respectively, given at
any nonzero time t by
d2r¯
dz¯2
.0, 2p2f2
c.f2,f2
c
, ~3.41!
d2r¯
dz¯2
,0, 2f2
c.f2,f2
c
, ~3.42!
at or near the throat, with f2
c5arccos(b/a) at the angular
horizons @4#. From the set of the above equations, one has
d2r¯
dz¯2
5
r¯K¯ ~b¯ !2K¯ ~b¯ !8b¯n¯
n¯K¯ ~b¯ !2
5
d2r~z !
g~ t !dz2
5
rK~b !2K~b !8bn
g~ t !nk~b !2
.0 ~3.43!
for the flareout condition and
d2r¯
dz¯2
5
r¯K¯ ~b¯ !2K¯ ~b¯ !8b¯n¯
n¯K¯ ~b¯ !2
5
d2r~z !
g~ t !dz2
5
rK~b !2K~b !8bn
g~ t !nk~b !2
,0 ~3.44!
for the flarein condition. In these expressions K¯ 85dK¯ /dr¯
and K85dK/dr . It follows that the flareout and flarein con-
ditions relative to the barred quantities have the same form
as those for static ringholes. With respect to the nonbarred
quantities, whereas the flareout condition appears as though
it might be harder to satisfy as time goes on, the flarein
condition looks as though it were easier to satisfy as time
goes on. This is, however, due to the fact that as the ringhole
increases, both its throat size and any proper length also
increase along with the surrounding space. The ringhole then
needs to flare out less and less on the outer surfaces near the
throat and to flare in more and more on the inner surfaces
near the throat, as the two external spaces which are con-
nected by the ringhole move farther apart.
We thus again obtain for ringholes in an accelerating uni-
verse the conclusion that, relative to the initial embedding-
space coordinate system, the size of the hole will increase
with time without undergoing any deformation whatsoever.
If dark energy is governed by an equation of state with pa-
rameter v.21, then that increase of hole size will be once
again slower than for inflating holes, but if v,21, the ring-
hole will ‘‘superinflate,’’ with the smaller v , the larger the
expansion rate of the ringhole. Since it was shown @4# that,
even near their throat, the internal channel of these ringholes
possesses certain itineraries through which a traveler would
not find any exotic matter, one could envisage a big-rip sce-
nario for which initially submicroscopic ringholes could be
grown to macroscopic sizes through which future inhabitants08401of the universe might find themselves saved just before the
big rip started to smash their worlds. A more detailed pro-
posal about this possibility will be considered in Sec. V.
IV. STRESS-ENERGY TENSOR AND EXOTICITY
Using the notation that stems from defining the set of
orthonormal basis vectors,
e tˆ5e
2Fet , erˆ5
A12K~r !/r
g~ t !
er ,
euˆ 5
eu
rg~ t !
, efˆ 5
ef
g~ t !r sin u , ~4.1!
for wormholes, and
e tˆ5e
2Fet , erˆ5
A12K~b !/b
g~ t !
er ,
e (fˆ )15
~ef!1
mg~ t !
, e (fˆ )25
~ef!2
bg~ t ! , ~4.2!
for ringholes, from the Einstein equation
Rmˆ nˆ 2
1
2 gmˆ nˆ R58pTmˆ nˆ ,
we obtain the components of the stress-energy tensor ~incor-
porating in them the dark-energy vacuum contributions!. In
the most general case that we take for g(t), expression ~3.3!
for an expanding wormhole, these components are
Ttˆ tˆ5
1
8p@2#2 S 43 C12@1#21 K8r2 D 5r~r ,t !, ~4.3!
Trˆrˆ5
1
8p
H 2 23 C12S 53 @1#2@2#2 1~11v!D
2
K
r2
22F8S 12 K
r
D
r@2#4/3(11v)
J
52t~r ,t !, ~4.4!
Ttˆrˆ5
4C1@1#e2FF8A12 Kr
24p@2# (513v)/3(11v)
52 f ~r ,t !, ~4.5!6-7
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5H 43 C12S v@1#2@2#2 2~11v!D e22F
2@2#24/3(11v)F12 S Kr3 2 K8r2 D
1
F8
r
S 12 K2r 2 K82 D1S 12 Kr D @F91~F8!2#G J
5p~r ,t !, ~4.6!
where
@6#5eC1(11v)t6C2eC1(11v)t. ~4.7!
In the case of a ringhole and g(t) given by Eq. ~3.3!, we
get, instead,
Ttˆ tˆ5Ttˆ tˆ~ t50 !1
C1
2@1#2
12p@2#2
5r~r ,t !, ~4.8!
Trˆrˆ5Trˆrˆ~ t50 !2
C1
2
12p
S 53 @1#2
@2#2
1~11v!D 52t~r ,t !,
~4.9!
Ttˆrˆ5Ttˆrˆ~ t50 !1
C1e2FF8A12 Kb @1#
6p@2# (513v)/3(11v)
52 f ~r ,t !,
~4.10!
Tfˆ 1fˆ 15Tfˆ 2fˆ 25Tfˆ 1fˆ 1~ t50 !1
C1
2e22F
6p S v@1#2@2#2 2~11v!D
5p~r ,t !, ~4.11!
where @1# and @2# are time-dependent functions which are
again defined in Eq. ~4.9!. In these equations r , t , f , and p
are the mass-energy density, the radial tension per unit area,
the energy flux in the radial direction, and the lateral pres-
sures, as measured by observers stationed at constant values
of the coordinates (r ,u ,f or r ,f1 ,f2), respectively. The
terms denoted by Tmˆ nˆ (t50) for the ringhole case correspond
to those of the static case and can easily be derived from
those provided in Ref. @4#. The energy fluxes in the radial
direction given by Eqs. ~4.7! and ~4.12! for wormholes and
ringholes, respectively, will vanish at the throat in both cases,
such as one should expect. More surprising is the feature that
all the components of the stress-energy tensor will diverge as
one approaches the critical big-rip time, t→t
*
, if v,21,
both for wormholes and ringholes. This is an interesting re-
sult that is related with the known fact that the vacuum en-
ergy density increases with time, tending to infinity at the big
rip, for phantom-energy quintessential models @20#. Assum-
ing, on the other hand, that F(r)→0 and either K/r→0 or08401K/b→0, as r→‘ , the stress-energy components asymptoti-
cally recover their pure cosmological dark-energy forms
which also contained a cosmological constant. Had we used
the expansion factor given by Eq. ~3.2! in assuming that
limit, then we had obtained stress-energy components in
terms of the quintessence-field parameters only. Finally, for
the particularly simple example that one chooses holes such
that F(r)50 everywhere, we see that the energy flux in the
radial direction becomes identically zero for both kinds of
holes, as should also be expected.
In what follows of the present section we shall restrict
ourselves to briefly discuss the exotic character of the matter
entering the holes. For the sake of simplicity, we confine our
analysis to the case of wormholes, but note that all the results
we obtain for this case are directly applicable to the ringhole
case. In order to describe the exotic nature of the matter in
these holes, an ‘‘exoticity’’ function has been introduced
which is generally defined by @23#
j5
t2r7 f
uru
. ~4.12!
In the case of a wormhole the exoticity function can be writ-
ten in the explicit form
j5H 2F2 23 C12S 53 @1#21~11v!@2#2D2C1~r !G
2S 43 C12@1#21 K8r2 D J U43 C12@1#21 K8r2 U
21
6C2~r !,
~4.13!
where
C15S K
r2
222F8S 12 K
r
D @2#2(113v)/3(11v)D ,
~4.14!
C25
4e2FF8A12 K
r
C1@1#@2# (113v)/3(11v)
3U43 C12@1#21 K8r2 U
.
~4.15!
Equation ~4.15! is generally nonzero, and hence the exotic
character of the matter in the wormhole is also generally
preserved along evolution. In case that dark energy is phan-
tom energy, i.e., if v,21, however, as one approaches the
big rip at t5t
*
52ln(C2)/@2C1(uvu21)#, Eq. ~4.15! reduces
to the approximate expression
jph.
K8
r2
2
16
9 C1
2C2
UK8
r2
1
16
3 C1
2C2U . ~4.16!
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proaching the big rip may be of two different kinds, as re-
lated to the cosmological parameters of the universe where
the hole is embedded in. If the wormhole-defining parameter
KÞK0116C1
2C2r3, where K0 is an arbitrary constant, then
the matter is still exotic in the neighborhood of the big rip.
However, if the wormhole is defined so that K.K0
116C1
2C2r3, then there will be a time as we approach the
big rip at which all the matter in the wormhole behaved as
though it were ordinary matter, without any violation of the
energy conditions. As was pointed out before, these results
also apply to the case of a ringhole when it approaches the
big rip.
V. ESCAPING TOWARDS THE FUTURE FROM
THE BIG RIP?
The content of this section has a rather speculative char-
acter. We shall deal with the big-rip scenario, suggested by
Caldwell, Kamionkowsni, and Weinberg @22#, for any of the
two cosmological scenarios considered in Sec. II, whenever
the parameter of the equation of state is v,21. Depending
on the precise values assumed for v and the initial size a0,
as the doomsday is being approached, one would expect as-
trophysical objects, such as clusters and galaxies, next the
solar system, and then the Earth itself and all its constituents
and living inhabitants, to successively disappear beyond the
horizon of any observer. At the big rip not even quarks and
electrons are left in the observable universe, so that every-
thing would disappear. The doomsday seems thus unavoid-
able in this case. However, there could have a way out from
this catastrophe.
Actually, the solution described by Eqs. ~2.6! and ~2.10!
shows two branches around the critical time t
*
, one along
which the expansion of the universe dramatically accelerates
towards the singularity at t
*
and the other for t.t
*
, which
describes a universe which exponentially decelerates towards
zero size as t→‘ . There is a possibility to save any ani-
mated or inanimated structure assuming the natural or tech-
nological embarking, at the ‘‘last minute’’ before the final
catastrophe, of all these structures in wormholes and ring-
holes ~grown up by the accelerated expansion to macro-
scopic sizes from the submicroscopic constructs that origi-
nally pervaded the gravitational vacuum! with one mouth
opening to the expanding branch and the other opening to the
later contracting branch. Note that since one of the hole
mouths would be expanding and the other mouth would be
contracting, every such hole behaved as though it were a true
time machine, so that the animated or inanimated beings em-
barking these holes before the big rip would travel into their
future. The big rip would then be shortcut and the travelers
suddenly found themselves evolving in a contracting uni-
verse ~Fig. 2! where all parts that went beyond their
horizon—possibly galaxies, clusters, etc.—-as they ap-
proached the big rip, should successively reappear as time
progressed in the future.
At least three conditions are needed in order for such a
travel to be feasible: ~1! the holes must be enlarged enough
to allow travelers to fit in them, ~2! the travelers should not08401find a remarkable quantity of exotic matter while traversing
the hole, and ~3! the value of the scale factor at the embark-
ing time on the expanding branch should be the same as the
value of that factor at the arrival time on the contracting
branch. Condition ~1! can be fulfilled if travel takes place at
a time sufficiently close to the big rip which, at the same
time, would be early enough to keep the travelers and their
surrounding structures reasonably intact. At the end of Sec.
IV it was seen that, at least for a given type of hole, the
exotic character of the hole matter becomes sufficiently
weakened so as to allow condition ~2! to be satisfied. On the
other hand, Visser, Kar, and Dadhich have quite recently
shown @25# that there exist spacetime geometries containing
traversable wormholes which are supported by arbitrarily
small quantities of exotic matter. Finally and quite indepen-
dent of these features, if we choose ringholes to play the role
of the time machine, then there are specific itineraries
through the tunneling along which the traveler does not find
any exotic matter @4#.
For the case of wormholes in a universe filled with quint-
essential dark energy plus a positive cosmological constant,
condition ~3! would require the embarking (2) and arrival
~1! times to be given by
t65
1
2C1~ uvu21 !
lnF 1C 1 B2a13(uvu21)C2
3S 16A11 4Ca13(uvu21)B D G , ~5.1!
where a1 is any finite sufficiently large value of the scale
factor,
FIG. 2. Pictorial representation of the itinerary followed by a
traveler who evolves in an accelerating universe with phantom en-
ergy, avoiding the big rip through a shortcut made of a ringhole.6-9
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and
B5A/~4Cl!. ~5.3!
We have then
t2,t*
,t1 . ~5.4!
Figure 2 pictorially shows the itinerary followed by the con-
tent of the universe which shortcuts the big rip and a region
around it through a ringhole. It has been recently suggested
@26# that there could be some models for phantom dark en-
ergy for which no big rip takes place. The discussion in-
cluded in this section opens the possibility that even though
such models were shown to be incorrect and phantom energy
then necessarily implied a big rip, the universe could still
have in store gravitational procedures that allowed its inhab-
itants and, actually, its whole content to circumvent the big
rip, while conquering an additional infinite period of evolu-
tion where some laws of physics might be reversed.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have dealt with the two simplest topo-
logically different four-dimensional generalizations of Mis-
ner space when embedded in an accelerating universe filled
with dark energy satisfying a general perfect-fluid equation084016of state, p5vr , where 20.8>v>21.5, according to the
most recent constraints @16#. We investigate how the overall
size and precise shape of wormholes and ringholes are in this
way induced to evolve due to the rapid expansion of the
universe. This study is carried out adding to the usual quin-
tessence model with constant v.21 the phantom-energy
regime where v,21 which is not excluded by present ob-
servations. It is obtained that whereas the shape of the holes
is always preserved, their size increases with time relative to
the initial embedding-space coordinate system. With respect
to that system, the exoticity function is also seen to vary with
time, though it generally does not vanish anywhere, even
when a big-rip model is considered. The above results allow
us to tentatively consider a scenario where, even though the
big rip is taken to be unavoidable for v,21, possible fu-
ture civilizations might still escape from the doomsday to-
ward their future by using sufficiently grown-up wormholes
and ringholes as time machines. In such a scenario the sug-
gested difficulty for constructing fundamental theories based
on defining an S matrix could be also circumvented as there
will be no future event horizon for the contracting branch of
cosmological evolution that follows the big rip.
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